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Birt-Hogg-Dubé syndrome (BHD) is an autosomal dominant
disorder characterized by fibrofolliculomas, renal tumors
and pulmonary cysts with repeated pneumothorax. This disorder is caused by mutations in the gene that encodes
folliculin (FLCN). FLCN is known to be involved in the signaling of mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR). We investigated the lung of a BHD patient who presented with a
unique mutation. A 33-year-old woman visited our hospital
due to repeated pneumothorax. Histopathologic study of
the resected lung demonstrated multiple epithelial cysts. An
increase of blood vessels was observed in the vicinity of
subpleural cysts. Genomic DNA analysis revealed heterozygous mutation at the 3⬘ end of intron 5 of the FLCN gene.
Total mRNA and protein were extracted from the resected
lung tissue. RT-PCR and sequence analysis demonstrated
the production of exon 6-skipped FLCN mRNA. In Western
blotting, the band intensities of phospho-mTOR, phosphoS6, phospho-Akt, hypoxia-inducible factor (HIF)-1a and vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) were increased in the
BHD lung compared with normal lungs. Histopathologic
analysis demonstrated strong immunostainings of mTOR
signaling molecules in cyst-lining cells. Collective data indicates that dysregulation of mTOR signaling facilitates
S6-mediated protein synthesis and HIF-1a-mediated angiogenesis, which may contribute to the development of pulmonary cysts in this disorder.
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Birt-Hogg-Dubé syndrome (BHD) is an autosomal dominant
disorder caused by mutations in the gene mapped in the
region of chromosome 17p11.21–3. The protein encoded by
this gene, namely folliculin (FLCN), is known to form a
complex with its binding proteins, folliculin-interacting protein (FNIP)1 and FNIP2/FNIPL4–6. The FLCN complex interacts with 5′-AMP-activated protein kinase (AMPK)4–6. The
affected family members with FLCN mutation have the risk of
developing skin fibrofolliculomas, renal tumors and multiple
pulmonary cysts that cause repeated pneumothorax7. The
number of BHD families diagnosed by genetic testing has
been increasing since the discovery of the FLCN gene in
20023, and there is a concern that still many undiagnosed
patients miss the chance to have a medical examination for
renal tumors.
Because BHD families are prone to developing tumors of
the skin and kidney, FLCN is currently regarded as a tumorsuppressor gene8. Rodent models of BHD develop renal
cysts, adenomas and carcinomas9,10. Somatic mutations
and/or loss of heterozygosity (LOH) are required in the
second copy of the FLCN gene for renal carcinogenesis11. On
the other hand, LOH was not evident in BHD-associated
fibrofolliculomas12. Bullous disorder in the lung had not been
considered to be a neoplasm previously. In recent years,
however, detailed histopathologic studies of resected lung
specimens elucidated unique features of the cystic lesions;
they are not overtly neoplastic, but are multifocally located
as monolayer cysts composed of benign-looking pneumocytes13,14. In our studies of BHD lungs, cyst-lining epithelial cells were immunostained positively for FLCN13,14. These
histopathologic analyses suggest that FLCN probably exists
in a haploinsufficient form without somatic second hit mutations in the cyst-lining cells.
Intensive studies have improved our understanding of the
signaling molecules that interact with FLCN. It is widely
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accepted that FLCN interacts with AMPK and mammalian
target of rapamycin (mTOR). The complex of hamartin
(TSC1) and tuberin (TSC2), whose mutations lead to the
systemic disorder named tuberous sclerosis complex (TSC),
also interact with AMPK and mTOR complex 1 (mTORC1)15.
Both TSC and BHD potentially cause disorders in the lung,
skin and kidney. Therefore, BHD may be grouped into
mTOR-associated hamartoma syndrome, as is TSC15. Dysregulated mTOR signaling has been investigated in FLCNdepleted conditions both in vitro and in vivo6,9,16,17. Although
both stimulatory and inhibitory effects were reported using
different models, a few in vivo studies using kidney-targeted
FLCN knockout mice showed that mTOR signaling was activated under FLCN-depleted conditions in renal cysts16,18. In
BHD patients’ lungs, our recent immunohistochemical study
indicates that phospho-mTOR (p-mTOR) and phospho-S6
ribosomal protein (p-S6) are mildly activated in the cyst-lining
epithelial cells14.
In the present study, we investigated the expression of
mTOR signaling molecules in a case of BHD lung. This case
showed a unique mutation pattern of FLCN in the intron
acceptor site that had not been reported previously. The
mutation resulted in the production of exon 6-skipped mRNA.
We demonstrate the increases of some key molecules
involved in mTOR signaling. This is the first report of semiquantitative analysis of mTOR downstream molecules in
human BHD lung.

were used for immunostaining. Rabbit monoclonal antibody
against FLCN (Cell Signaling, Danvers, MA, USA) was used
for Western blotting, and rabbit polyclonal antibodies against
mTOR, phospho-mTOR (p-mTOR) (Ser2448), Akt, phosphoAkt (p-Akt) (Ser473) and phospho-S6 ribosomal protein
(p-S6) (Ser235/236) (Cell Signaling), hypoxia-inducible
factor-1a (HIF-1a) (Enzo, Farmingdale, NY, USA) and vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) (Abcam, Cambridge,
UK) were used for both immunostaining and Western
blotting.

Immunostainings
Immunohistochemistry was done using ENVISION kit
(DAKO) and autoclave antigen retrieval technique. Working
dilutions of the antibodies were 1:1000 for proSP-C, 1:200 for
VEGF, 1:100 for TTF-1 and 1: 50 for others.

DNA isolation
DNA from peripheral blood leukocytes was obtained using
LabPass Blood Mini kit (Cosmo GENETECH, Seoul, Korea)
according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

Direct sequencing
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Samples
Written informed consent for analysis of the FLCN gene was
obtained from the patient. The study was approved by the
Institutional Review Boards (IRB) of Yokohama City University. The wedge resected lung tissues were the S3 and S6
portion of the left lobe that contained small cysts less than
1 cm in diameter. The part of resected lung tissue was frozen
immediately in liquid nitrogen. The remaining tissue was fixed
with 10% formalin and embedded in paraffin. Haematoxylin
and eosin (HE) staining and Elastica van Gieson (EVG) stainings were done. Normal lung specimens from patients with
other diseases were also used for RT-PCR, Western blotting
and immunohistochemistry.

Antibodies
Rabbit polyclonal antibodies against FLCN (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Santa Cruz, CA, USA), thyroid transcription
factor-1 (TTF-1) (DAKO, Carpinteria, CA, USA) and prosurfactant protein C (proSP-C, Millipore, Bedford, MA, USA)

Exons of FLCN coding region (exon 4–14) were amplified
by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) using the primers
described previously3. The PCR conditions were as follows:
at 95°C for 5 min, 35 cycles at 96°C for 5 s, 60°C for 5 s,
68°C for 3 s, with an extension step of 1 min at 72°C at the
end of the last cycle. After purification, DNA was labeled with
Big Dye Terminator v1.1 Cycle Sequencing Kit (Applied Biosystems, Cleveland OH, USA) and DNA sequencing was
done using a sequencer ABI Prism 3100 Genetic Analyzer
(Applied Biosystems). In the region where nucleotide alteration was suggested, the PCR products were subcloned (TA
Cloning Kit, Invitrogen, San Diego, CA, USA) and then
sequenced to clarify the mutation pattern.

RNA isolation and RT-PCR
Total RNAs from frozen lung tissues were obtained using
RNeasy Mini kit (QIAGEN, Tokyo, Japan) according to
the manufacturer’s instructions. The primers of reverse
transcriptase-mediated PCR (RT-PCR) to examine the
expression levels of human FLCN mRNA are as follows:
forward 5′-CGGACATGTGCGAGGGCTGC-3′ and reverse
5′-GGAATGGCGTGAAGGCTGTG-3′19. Conditions for PCR
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using the Fast cycling PCR kit (QIAGEN) were as follows: at
95°C for 5 min, 35 cycles at 95°C for 5 s, 60°C for 5 s, 68°C
for 3 s, with an extension step of 1 min at 72°C.

Western blotting
The same amount proteins of cell lysates were electrophoresed on 12.5% SDS-PAGE and transferred to a PVDF membrane (Millipore). Horseradish peroxidase-conjugated goat
anti-rabbit IgG (1:2500) was used as the secondary antibody.
Bands were detected using an enhanced chemiluminescence system, according to the Hybond ECL protocol (GE
Healthcare, Little Chalfont, UK).

RESULTS
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pneumothorax was really caused by idiopathic blebs/bullae,
we reviewed the histopathology of resected lung tissues
operated two years ago in which ruptured cysts were
included. Compared with un-ruptured lesions of the current
tissue, ruptured cysts in the previous VATS tissue contained
more hyperplastic and hyalinized pleurae (Fig. 2e). Mesothelial invagination was also observed, suggesting a
feature of rupture-associated remodeling. Epithelial cells
were detached from the inner surface, and thickened pleurae
were morphologically indistinguishable from blebs/bullae. We
observed, however, some unusual air spaces in the lung;
an irregular-shaped wall composed of haphazardly dilated
vessels separating two cystic lesions (Fig. 2f). Such vessels
developed abnormally in size and shape. We hypothesized
that the lesions are not idiopathic blebs/bullae, rather, that
they may be hamartomatous cysts due to pathologic interaction between epithelial and mesenchymal components.

Clinical history and FLCN gene mutation pattern
A point mutation at the acceptor site of intron 5
A 33-year-old Japanese female was admitted to our hospital
for investigation of recurrent pneumothorax. The patient had
pneumothorax for the first time at the age of 25, and then
repeated pneumothorax seven times in the last 8 years. She
had received video assisted thoracoscopic surgery (VATS)
three times previously, and had been diagnosed as idiopathic
blebs/bullae. She was a never smoker and did not have
specific diseases such as endometriosis and alpha-1antitrypsin deficiency. Her father and uncle also had episodes
of pneumothoraces and her grandmother had pulmonary
cysts (Fig. 1a).
Both computed tomography (CT) and thoracoscopy
demonstrated bilateral pulmonary cysts localized predominantly at the subpleural regions of the lower lobes and
perimediastinal regions (Fig. 1b,c). The patient received
thorough medical examination. Typical fibrofolliculomas/
trichodiscomas were not found in the face and neck,
however, she had a 1 cm sized skin tumor in the right upper
arm (Fig. 1d). She refused to receive skin biopsy for histopathologic analysis. It was noteworthy that her father had a
similar skin tumor in the left forearm (Fig. 1e). Neither tumors
nor cysts were found in the kidney. She subsequently underwent pulmonary wedge resection.
The resected lung tissues contained some un-ruptured
cysts less than 1 cm in diameter. Microscopically, the specimen showed unique features; the cyst walls were composed
in part of expanded alveolar wall and in another part of
visceral pleura (Fig. 2a,b). Unlike idiopathic blebs/bullae,
these un-ruptured cysts lacked active inflammation and fibrosis. A few cysts looked like giant alveoli. The inner surface of
the cysts were lined by TTF-1-positive and proSP-C-positive
pneumocytes (Fig. 2c,d), supporting the notion that they are
epithelial-lining cysts13. To understand whether the previous

The pathologic features of the lung, together with the episode
of repetitive pneumothorax, alerted us to the possibility of
BHD. After obtaining informed consent and Institutional
Review Board approval, genomic DNA was obtained from the
patient’s blood, and mutation analysis of the FLCN gene was
performed. A point mutation was found in the acceptor site of
intron 5 (c.397-1G>C) (Fig. 3a,b). No other mutation was
detectable in exons 4–14. Cloning of the PCR products confirmed heterozygous point mutation at this site. This mutation
is predicted to cause the skipping of exon 6. Therefore, mRNA
was extracted from the frozen lung tissue, and RT-PCR was
performed. When the sequence region between the exon 4
and exon 7 was amplified, RT-PCR showed two bands
(Fig. 3c); one was normally a spliced band (453 bp) and
another was a specific band that was not seen in normal lungs
(231 bp). The normal and specific bands were extracted,
respectively, and each PCR product was purified. Sequence
analysis of the PCR products revealed the complete mRNA in
the normal-sized band (Fig. 3d) and the short mRNA lacking
exon 6 in the small-sized band (Fig. 3e). RT-PCR was also
performed in the exon 4–5 and exon 9–13 fragments in which
no mutation was detected. Only normal-sized bands were
produced in both regions (data not shown).

The expression of FLCN and mTOR signaling
molecules in the BHD lung
The involvement of FLCN in human pathophysiologic events
is not fully understood. Both inhibitory and stimulatory effects
of FLCN on mTORC1 have been demonstrated6,9,16, and it is
thought that the function of FLCN in mTOR signaling may be
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Figure 1 Inheritance of phenotypes, and radiologic and macroscopic findings. (a) Pneumothorax is the main manifestation of this family. The
patient has repeated pneumothorax and multiple pulmonary cysts. Her father and uncle also have a history of pneumothorax. (b) Thoracic
computed tomography of the patient’s chest, indicating the predisposing condition to further rupture of the remaining cysts (arrows). (c) The
thoracoscopy reveals multiple subpleural cysts in the lower lobe. (d) A skin tumor in the right upper arm of the patient, and (e) in the left forearm
of the father.

context-dependent. In the current study, we investigated
the signaling molecules involved in mTORC1 and mTORC2
pathways by Western blotting and immunohistochemical
staining.
Protein was extracted from a portion of resected lung
tissue, which contained both normal-looking parenchyma
and microcystic lesions. In Western blotting analysis, the
FLCN band was detectable in the BHD lung as well as in
normal controls (Fig. 4a). Although the exon 6-skipped transcript was produced at mRNA level, we did not find any
specific bands at protein level in this case. This result indicates that the exon 6-skipped transcript is either degener-

ated during protein synthesis or undetectable by the antiFCLN antibodies we used in this study. Even though the
FLCN depletion was not demonstrated at protein level, the
bands of mTOR and p-mTOR (Ser2448) were significantly
enhanced in the BHD lung compared with those in normal
lungs (Fig. 4a). The downstream molecule p-S6 (Ser235/
236) was also increased (Fig. 4a). Phosphorylated S6 is
expected to work under the control of mTORC1 for protein
synthesis. In addition to p-S6, we also found that the
expression of p-Akt (Ser473), the downstream molecule of
mTORC2, was enhanced in BHD lung (Fig. 4a). These
results suggest that both mTORC1 and mTORC2 pathways
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Figure 2 Histopathologic features of the resected lung: (a) Hematoxylin and eosin (HE) staining of the lung in the latest operation. The
magnified region in (b) is indicated by a dotted rectangle. (b) Magnification of the cyst in (a). The cyst wall is fused to subpleura in outer side
(upper left) and to alveoli in visceral side (right). A star indicates the lumen of Birt-Hogg-Dubé (BHD) cyst. (c,d) Higher magnification of the cyst
shown in (b). Monolayer cells are lined in the inner surface (c), which are positively immunostained for thyroid transcription factor-1 (d). A star
indicates the lumen of BHD cyst. (e) HE staining of the lung in the previous operation. Arrowheads indicate ruptured cyst wall. Hyalinized wall
is indicated by a dotted rectangle. Inset: Higher magnification of the dotted lesion. A star indicates the lumen of BHD cyst. (f) Magnification
of the interstitial septa located between two cysts. Distorted vessels are projected into the cyst lumen (arrows). Stars indicate the lumens of
BHD cysts.
© 2013 The Authors
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Figure 3 Analysis of folliculin gene mutation and folliculin mRNA. (a) A schema of folliculin (FLCN) gene. The 3′ end of intron 5 is mutated
in this case. (b) Direct sequencing demonstrates the unique mutation pattern. The acceptor site of intron 5 is heterozygously mutated from
AG to AC, indicated by an arrow. (c) mRNAs were extracted from the lung tissues, and transcriptase-mediated polymerase chain reaction
(RT-PCR) was performed. PCR product samples were subjected to 2% agarose gel electrophoresis and visualized by staining with ethidium
bromide. The upper bands (453 bp) indicate normally spliced PCR products, and the lower band in Birt-Hogg-Dubé lung (231 bp) indicates
exon 6-skipped PCR product. (d), (e) Sequence analysis of FLCN gene transcripts in (d) normal and (e) the present cases. Exon 6-skipping
is demonstrated in the present case. F and R indicate the forward and reverse primers, respectively. A red box indicates mutated 3′ end of
intron 5.

are mildly activated in cysts of BHD lung under conditions of
FLCN haploinsufficiency.
In immunostaining of mTOR molecules on the resected
BHD lung tissues, both normal-looking pneumocytes and
cyst-lining epithelial cells were positively immunostained for
FLCN (Fig. 4b), which was consistent with the results of our
previous histopathologic studies13,14. These cyst-lining cells
were strongly immunostained for p-mTOR and p-S6, and
weakly for p-Akt (Fig. 4c–e). In normal lungs (n = 3), p-mTOR

and p-Akt were scarcely stained in pulmonary parenchyma,
although weak immunostaining for p-S6 was observed in
alveolar macrophages and bronchiolar epithelial cells. These
results support the finding of Western blotting that the downstream molecules of mTORC1 and mTORC2 were activated
in the BHD lung.
We noticed that the cyst walls contain many vessels. The
subpleural lesions of ruptured cysts were hyalinized accompanied by bloody exudates and mesothelial invagination,
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Figure 4 Expression of folliculin and mTOR signaling molecules in Birt-Hogg-Dubé lung. (a) Western blotting analysis of normal controls (N)
and Birt-Hogg-Dubé (BHD) lung. The band of folliculin (FLCN) is detectable in BHD lung as strong as those in normal lungs. The band
intensities of phospho-mTOR (p-mTOR), phospho-S6 ribosomal protein (p-S6), phospho Akt (p-Akt), hypoxia-inducible factor-1a (HIF-1a) and
vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) are increased in BHD lung. (b–e), Immunostainings for (b) FLCN, (c) p-mTOR, (d) p-S6 and (e)
p-Akt in the cyst of BHD lung using serial sections. Cyst-lining epithelial cells are significantly stained for these molecules. A star indicates the
lumen of BHD cyst. Insets: Immunostainings for (b) FLCN, (c) p-mTOR, (d) p-S6 and (e) p-Akt in a normal control lung.
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thus angiogenic vessels may reflect post-rupture remodeling
(Fig. 2e). On the other hand, the subpleural layers of unruptured cysts had an increased number of small vessels
without fibrotic remodeling (Fig. 5b, arrows), which was highlighted when compared with non-BHD control subpleurae
(Fig. 5a). This finding indicates that the angiogenic cascade
may be activated under the haploinsufficient condition of
FLCN. We investigated HIF-1a, a downstream molecule
of mTORC1. In Western blotting, the band of HIF-1a
was enhanced (Fig. 4a). Consistently, immunohistochemical
staining demonstrated the nuclear localization of HIF-1a in
the cyst-lining cells (Fig. 5d), suggesting that the transcription
of HIF-1a target genes are activated. Next, we investigated
the expression of VEGF. HIF-1a is a well known transcriptional activator of VEGF. Compared with normal lungs, VEGF
in BHD lung showed more intense band (Fig. 4a). In immunohistochemical staining, VEGF was strongly stained in the
cyst-lining cells and endothelial cells of the wall (Fig. 5f).
Such positive immunostaining was not observed in the subpleurae and parenchyma of normal lungs (Fig. 5c,e). The
results suggest that the mTORC1 downstream angiogenic
signaling is facilitated in the BHD lung.
DISCUSSION
More than 100 mutation patterns have been reported for
the FLCN gene to date. Most of them are located in the
exons containing coding sequences. In addition, several
mutation sites in introns have been shown to be associated
with pathogenic phenotypes. In the present study, we
described a new mutation pattern at the intron 5 acceptor
site. According to LOVD FLCN Mutation Database (http://
grenada.lumc.nl/LOVD2/shared1), 12 mutation patterns
have been reported in the intron donor/acceptor sites that
are predicted to cause abnormal splicing. With regard to the
intron 5 acceptor site, two mutation patterns have been
reported among Japanese patients: c.397-10_397-1del19
and c.397-7_399del20. The present case (c.397-1G>C),
therefore, is the third Japanese BHD family with a unique
mutation pattern at this site. As we and another group indicated previously, mutation-prone regions tend to be different between Japanese and Western BHD families14,20. This
might explain in part phenotype-genotype correlation; BHD
families of Western countries show skin tumors as a typical
symptom, whereas most Japanese BHD patients exhibit
repeated pneumothorax as the main or sole manifestation19.
Some of Japanese BHD families show distinctive mutation
patterns that have not been reported in Western countries, such as c.1347_1353dupCCCACCCT and c.1533_
1536delGATG13,19. The intron 5 acceptor site may become
another ‘hot spot’ for Japanese BHD families. Further
studies are needed to understand whether they are
pneumothorax-prone mutation patterns.

Some cases of BHD syndrome show mutations in intron
acceptor sites that are expected to cause exon 10-, exon 11and exon 13-skippings12,20. Gunji et al. demonstrated exon
6-skipped FLCN mRNA transcript using Epstein-Barr virus
lymphoblastoid B cell line19. It had not been documented the
condition of FLCN mRNA in the lung in vivo. In this case, we
reveal for the first time that the affected patient’s lung had exon
6-skipped FLCN mRNA transcript using freshly-frozen tissue.
No clinical information is available at present on whether
truncated proteins are actually produced in the pulmonary
cysts of these cases. Exon 6-skipped FLCN mRNA transcript
is expected to produce truncated FLCN that lacks 74 amino
acids. We searched for abnormal-sized bands using two
anti-FLCN antibodies from Cell Signaling and Santa Cruz, but
could not find a candidate band (data not shown). One of the
limitations of our study is that extracted protein from the lung
contains both normal-looking parenchyma and microscopically cystic lesions in which most of lining cells exfoliated from
cyst walls. Due to the small number of cyst-lining cells, we
could not collect enough protein from the cyst by microdissection. Therefore, the possibility cannot be excluded that cystlining cells produce abnormal FLCN protein at very low level.
Other possibilities include that predicted abnormal protein is
unproductive or degenerative. It is likely that the structure of
exon 6-depleted FLCN is not as stable as that of normal FLCN.
Further investigations are needed to clarify whether exon
6-skipped FLCN mRNA actually produces truncated FLCN, or
is eliminated in vivo.
All normal-appearing tissues of BHD affected individuals
are under condition of FLCN haploinsufficiency, and only
limited pulmonary areas develop cysts. Therefore, FLCN haploinsufficiency alone is unlikely to be enough to trigger cyst
formation. Dysregulated mTOR signaling has been investigated in renal cysts and tumors of some rodent models and
BHD patients9,16,18,21. Although it is not fully understood
whether insufficient FLCN stimulates or suppresses mTOR
pathway, some studies demonstrated an increase of downstream molecules in human BHD renal tumors such as S6
kinase and HIF-1a21,22. In the lung, we reported that the lining
cells on the cysts were positively immunostained for p-mTOR
and p-S6, suggesting that they are under activated conditions14. Since neoplastic proliferation is not evident in cystlining cells, the mTOR pathway may be less distinctively
deviated in the pulmonary cysts than that in renal cell cancers.
The mechanisms of cyst development under condition of
FLCN haploinsufficiency remain poorly understood. If accelerated mTORC1 signaling directly induces cystic remodeling,
downstream molecules such as S6 ribosomal protein may
play a key role. Only one report mentioned the molecule
responsible for pulmonary cyst development, in which matrix
metalloproteinase 9 (MMP9) was indicated to be involved in
the affected lesion23. We examined the expression of MMP9,
but did not find an increase of this enzyme in BHD lung (data
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Figure 5 Angiogenic vessels in the cyst wall of Birt-Hogg-Dubé lung: (a) Hematoxylin and eosin (HE) staining of the subpleural area in a
control lung. Only a few blood vessels are noted (arrows). (b) HE staining of the subpleural area in the un-ruptured Birt-Hogg-Dubé (BHD) cyst.
The number of blood vessels is significantly increased (arrows). (c,d) Immunostainings for hypoxia-inducible factor-1a (HIF-1a) in normal lung
and BHD cyst. (d) Strong nuclear staining for HIF-1a is observed in the cyst-lining cells, whereas (c) HIF-1a is negative in normal lung
pneumocytes. (e,f) Immunostainings for vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) in normal lung and BHD cyst. (f) VEGF is strongly stained
in the cyst-lining cells and vascular endothelial cells. (e) No significant VEGF staining is observed in normal lung pneumocytes and vessels.
A star indicates the lumen of BHD cyst.
© 2013 The Authors
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not shown). FLCN haploinsufficiency may affect not only
epithelial cells but also mesenchymal components that
support alveolar structure. In our immunohistochemical
study, non-epithelial cells such as macrophages and vascular
endothelial cells were also weakly stained for p-S6, HIF-1a
and VEGF. Abnormal development of stromal components is
well known in the polyps of Peutz-Jeghers syndrome, in
which germline mutations of LKB1/STK11 cause the activation of mTORC124. This type of polyp can be developed in
mice with mesenchymal-specific loss of LKB1/STK1125.
Since BHD pulmonary cysts are closely incorporated with
stroma, pathologic interaction between epithelium and mesenchyme should be investigated further.
HIF-1a is another downstream molecule of mTORC1 signaling, and it is one of the key molecules contributing to
aberrant angiogenesis in many types of cancers. In this
study, proliferation of blood vessels was noted in the vicinity
of pulmonary cysts. Un-ruptured cysts did not show significant infiltration of immune cells. Therefore, inflammationreactive angiogenesis, if any, is unlikely to be essential.
Shear stress, such as cyst expansion and blood congestion
around the cysts, may contribute to neovascularization. We
propose another mechanism, namely, that the accelerated
angiogenic signaling is owing in part to the increases of
HIF-1a and VEGF associated with FLCN haploinsufficiency.
Un-ruptured cyst walls of eight lung specimens previously
diagnosed as BHD-associated pulmonary cysts14 also demonstrated focal accumulation of small vessels in edematous
stroma as seen in the current case (data not shown). These
histopathologic findings support the notion that angiogenic
signaling is activated, contributing to the development of
BHD-associated pulmonary cysts. Further investigation is
needed using larger number of cases whether the blood
vessels around BHD cysts proliferate statistically.
Better understanding of pulmonary pathology of BHD syndrome will help us manage the affected patients who have
the risks of developing tumors in the kidney and some other
organs. This study suggests the involvement of FLCN haploinsufficiency in deranged mTOR signaling and downstream
angiogenic activities in pulmonary cysts. mTOR inhibitors
such as rapamycin and everolimus are reported to show
efficacy in angiomyolipoma and lymphangioleiomyomatosis
of TSC26,27. On the other hand, BHD lung has currently no
effective therapy. We hope that our study will contribute to
finding a new therapeutic approach by controlling mTOR and
related pathways in BHD syndrome-associated multiple pulmonary cysts and repeated pneumothorax.
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